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Security Operations is responsible for Physical Security, Technical Security, and Site Services at UCAR.

24HR Security Central Control 303-497-1139 or x1139

The Department of Security Operations is responsible for Physical Security, Technical Security and Site Services at UCAR. The mission of Security Operations is to protect UCAR's employees, visitors, equipment, facilities and assets from physical danger and physical harm, and to offer an environment that is accommodating to the public and visitors.

Physical Security

24HR Security Central Control 303-497-1139 or x1139

Physical Security Central Control is located at the Mesa Laboratory front desk and maintains a 24-hour security presence. You can contact the on-site security officer at 303-497-1139.

Site Services

Note that some processes are currently on hold due to COVID protocols.

Site Services is responsible for covering the front desks at UCAR facilities and providing administration assistant by performing security-related duties including:

- Issuing Access Cards (badges) and administering access control
- Directing guests and addressing inquiries
- EcoPass administration
- Key distribution and administration
- Notifying staff of Black Bag deliveries
- Taking and printing passport/government ID photos
- Emergency response and onsite coordination as needed

Technical Security

Technical Security is the Security System Administration responsible for the design, configuration, implementation and maintenance of UCAR's technical security access control and surveillance program.